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ON THE COVER

Keeping with the Easter theme we

decided to keep the front cover fun

and colourful. 

Road out of lockdown looks good

but will we be able to get this under

control moving forward? 

Introduction

We put Pastor and friend Jonny Lee

in the hot seat and asked him

random questions.  

In The Hot Seat 

See it through our eyes. Amy styles 3

pieces of our rio range and tells us

why shes likes them best. 

Our Style

Find out whats happening over the

next 3 months in your area. 

Community Hub



Is it really happening!?  

Finally everyone is looking forward to lockdown lifting

and getting back to some form of "normality". I'm

going to be completely honest, I never thought we

would be out of lockdown anytime soon but then

again thats how everything seems when your going

through a storm right? You can never see a way out

until you take a deep breath, step back and look at

the bigger picture.  

The Sports For Kids team have been busy, planning

what to do for the year moving forward, as we do not

(I repeat) DO NOT want to get stuck in that situation

again, but its made us realise the value of family and

how far technology has come!  

So what to expect in this chapter? Let's take a quick

look at whats going to happen over the next 3 months.

 

1.Easter break is here with 2 weeks off school which

means we will be a part of a fantastic Half Term

program in the West Midlands (see page 6).

NEW SEASON
AWAITS

"LOCKDOWN IS
LIFTING AND

GETTING BACK
TO SOME FORM

OF NORMALITY"

@SPORTSFORKIDSUK
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2. Lockdown will be completely lifted by the 17th June

and people can go to their favourite restaurant,

outdoor activity and live venues once again. 

Now that sounds like a pretty good plan to me? If it

doesn't to you, then maybe you can find a few ideas

to do in the rest of this magazine which we have

packed with information, giveaways and more. 

Heres to a better year in 2021 

3.You can enjoy the summer holidays with loved ones

after missing out on a entire year.

@SPORTSFORKIDSUK

@SPORTSFORKIDS_

By Daniel  



One of the reasons I  enjoy Mentor ing is  knowing the

benefi ts  when I  have helped a young person resolve an

issue,  so they can move forward with st rength and

enthusiasm. Knowing they have batt led a demon and won

then having the wi l l  to do better ,  be stronger ,  move forward

and are ready to achieve and succeed,  is  enough of a

reason in i tself  let  a lone how rewarding i t  i s  for  me

personal ly  to know I  have made such a posit ive change in

someone's  l i fe.  I  am doing a huge amount of  good,  in  turn

making myself  st ronger as an indiv idual ,  as a Mother ,  as a

caregiver!  

WHY DO WE MENTOR?

By Tammy 
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JONNY 

LEE

Tomato ketchup or Brown sauce?

"Brown sauce - I'm northern" 

Running on a treadmill or road runner? 

 "Running on a treadmill" 

Tennis to Golf 

"Golf" 

"Instagram" 

Instagram or Twitter 

"Cheese Burger" 

Cheese Burger or Hot Dog

"Milk Chocolate" 

Milk Chocolate or White Chocolate

"Milk after tea bag - I'm not the queen!" 

Milk before tea bag or milk after tea bag 

"Liverpool - Home is Home" 

Birmingham or Liverpool

"Holidays abroad - if only for the memory" 

Holidays in the UK or Holidays abroad

"Thriller" 

Thriller or Comedy 

We've known Jonny for many years now. We met at a church in Birmingham where he was the

youth pastor, since then we have been able to stay in contact. Jonny is a proud hard working

Liverpudlian who is enthusiastic and passionate about making people smile, igniting what lies

within and most of all believing in theirselves.
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COMMUNITY HUB
The Off icial  need to know around your area.   

TEACHER'S  CORNER

Birmingham Botanical gardens is open throughout

Easter break 10am - 5pm daily and although pre-

booking is not a condition of entry it is

recommended to guarantee admission on a day and

time of your choosing. Takeaway drinks and snacks

will also be available to buy on site. The glass houses

will remain closed but there is still plenty to see. 

Teachers are extremely happy children have

returned to school with such excitement and

enthusiasm, but who could blame them after this

past year let's hope they feel the same come

summer break :) 

MY AUNTY AND ME 
B y  A s h l e y  H i n d s

Follow the journey of a loving aunty and niece, through their heart-warming

weekend spent together. This little girl has been teased and made fun of by her

peers at school because she enjoys singing. Some people may not always

believe in you or your talent, but it is important that you believe in yourself and

are willing to step outside of your comfort zone. This fun, rhyming children’s

book is aimed at anyone who may have doubted their abilities, because of

other people’s word or actions. The key thing to remember is, always believe in

yourself and be the best you can be.

WEST MIDLANDS
SAFARI PARK
Plans to open the safari park to the public are

scheduled for 12th April but entry tickets MUST be

booked in advance including annual pass ticket

holders. There will be some indoor exhibits including

Lorikeet Landing, Reptile House and Aquarium that

will unfortunately remain closed until further notice

but there will be specialist cleaning in place so the

rides can be enjoyed once again. Outdoor eating

facilities and the 2 restaurants will be open for

takeaway options!  
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That's right we can go grab a pub lunch again with our bestie from

the 12th April. Although social distancing rule will continue you will

now be allowed to visit venues in groups of six, or larger groups that

are just from two households. Table service will continue so no

loitering up the bar with a pint or queuing  to place your food

orders and unlike last time you don't have to place a substantial

meal order meaning you can just pop out for a drink no frills, how

exciting!! 

PUB,BARS,  RESTAURANTS AND CAFES
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Our style is unique! Our style

is young! Our style is comfy!

Our style is...YOU!

At sports for kids clothing we

aim to provide you with the

comfiest garments whilst

hitting your fashion spot. Our

clothing is stylish and perfect

for an occasion, chilling in

the house (not that we've 

 been allowed much of

anything else lately) or

working. I personally have

several sports for kids items

and love each piece of

clothing in different ways.

Whether you’re a T-Shirt and

leggings kind of gal, a tracky

and hoody kind of hunk or

like to spice up your outfit

with a modern beany... we

have something that you &

your wardrobe will love!! 

S h o p  a t

S p o r t s F o r K i d s . c o . u k



FOLLOW US ON

SOCIAL MEDIA

HOW  TO  ENTER

TAG THIS PAGE TO

YOUR STORY  

TAG A FRIEND TO

ONE OF OUR POST 

COMPETITIONCOMPETITION

EXCLUSIVE

COMPETITION WINNER WILL BE

CHOSEN LIVE ON OUR

INSTAGRAM PAGE 

SPORTSFORKIDSUK
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Wireless festival to be held in London is
confirmed for summer and will be a great
place for teenagers to meet up with their
new and old friends, lockdown has given
artists more time to work on their
projects etc and for them to come
together to celebrate their music can
mean a lot for some as music played a
huge part over the past year in being a
personal outlet and I’m sure I am not the
only one, it was peoples escape from the
real world and other peoples coping
mechanism.

People will also be travelling to parts of the UK for their holidays which will give us a chance
to explore the beauties within our own country for a change. If lockdown has taught people
anything its taught people to make sure they enjoy life and not take any of your minutes for
granted, in order to live your best life you must build life experience by doing the things you
want to do with who you want to do them with. 

It's been a tough year for all but slowly and surely we will overcome this and be able to go
back to enjoying ourselves once again!

Lockdown has been negative and
positive for many, some teenagers have
managed to make new friends on social
media and are planning to meet up now
lockdown restrictions have changed etc.
With life finding some kind of normality
again here is a short list of things
teenagers will be doing once they retake
their freedom.

"The best way to predict

the future is to create it."

- Peter Drucker

Lockdown
Sucks!
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TAM
TALKS Well I'm sure that I am not the only

one to be pleased about what

feel's like being released back into

the world and in time for Summer

to pay us a visit.

After lock-down a lot of people will

have already booked for later in

the year, house rentals on the

English beaches, cottages in rural

villages, B&B's on the sea front,

bikinis and swim trunks, time to pull

out the sun cream and water

inflatables for the kids!

WRITTEN BY TAMMY

Like most people I'll be happy with

seeing my family again nice BBQ

out back and even the paddling

pool out so my granddaughter can

have a little splash about. Either

way I think we've all earned the

right to get back to living our best

life so here's to doing just that...
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We are planning toWe are planning to
expand the clothingexpand the clothing
brand on a wholebrand on a whole
new level. Rio wasnew level. Rio was
just the beginning,just the beginning,

stay tuned forstay tuned for
more...more...

TRAVEL INC

TRAVELGANG

TRAVEL CLUB

TRAVEL TOTS


